Arroyo Adventure
Get wet in the Arroyo and explore nature. Exhibits include the Hawk’s Nest, Hidden Forts, Pepper Tree Music Jam, Mud & Clay, and more!

Stone Hollow Amphitheater
Participate in museum programming, performances, or special activities.

Galvin Physics Forest
Play around with physics in this outdoor space. Explore our Bottle Rocket, Giant Levers, iPlay Zone, and much more!

Trike Tracks
Try out different tricycles on our large outdoor track area.

Kirby’s Kids Corner
A special outdoor space just for toddlers, with water play and toddler-sized trikes. For ages 0-3.

S. Mark Taper Foundation Early Childhood Learning Center (ECLC)
Play with your little one in a dedicated space for ages 0-3. Story and music times daily.

S. Mark Taper Foundation Climbing Towers
Climb up nearly 40 feet in our Raindrop and Wisteria netted climbers.

Roberts Pavilion
Play in our indoor gallery: dig for fossils, drive a jeep, climb like an ant, and visit our other exhibits.

- Imagination Workshop
Invent, tinker, and make with us! Explore materials and ideas in our makerspace. For ages 4 and up.

- Storyteller Studio
Discover dramatic play, puppets, stories, and art making in the Roberts Pavilion.

- Nature Exchange
Visit our incredible animals here! Discover and investigate our collection of natural objects.